


RESTAURANTS & BARS

CHEZ GEORGES

A sunny terrace where you can enjoy 
tapas and other natural and organic 
delights, fresh from the market. 

115 boulevard Chave 
13005 Marseille
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L’ESPLAÏ DU GRAND BAR
DES GOUDES

In this sublime seaside setting, you’ll  feel 
like you’ve traveled to the end of the world 
for these  super fresh fish dishes.

29 Rue Désiré Pelaprat
13008 Marseille
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LE CHALET DU PHARO

Tucked away in a beautiful park, this 
restaurant has a fabulous panoramic 
view of the port. Expect a tranquil 
setting and  reasonably-priced menu. 
Recommended for lunch. 

58 Boulevard Charles Livon
13007 Marseille
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CHEZ SAUVEUR

One of the best pizzerias in Marseille. 
Pizzas made in a wood-burning oven,  
in a typical setting.

10 Rue d’Aubagne
13001 Marseille
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CAFÉ DE L’ABBAYE

A meeting spot for young and trendy 
Marseillais. Be sure to catch the sunset 
over the old port, while enjoying  some 
delicious local ‘panisse’. The lunch  menu is 
delicious, so make sure you book ahead!

3 Rue d’Endoume
13007 Marseille
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LE POULPE

Enjoy an aperitif at the foot of Saint 
Victor Abbey while watching the sunset 
over the old port. An elegantly designed 
restaurant where you can feast on the 
finest flavors of the sea!

84 Quai du Port
13002 Marseille
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LA CANTINE DE NOUR 
D’EGYPTE 

Simple but delicious fare amid Middle 
Eastern décor.

10 Rue Bernex
13001 Marseille
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LA PASSARELLE 

Hidden by wreaths of flowers and 
with its own large covered terrace and 
« pétanque » court, this restaurant offers 
plenty of flavor, fresh ingredients and a 
delightful open-air atmosphere. 

52 Rue Plan Fourmiguier
13007 Marseille
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BAKERIES, PASTRY 
& ICE CREAM SHOPS

LA BAR CARAVELLE

The most beautiful spot for a morning 
coffee with a view. Sit on the balcony to 
get one of the best views of the port in 
ship-like surroundings!

34 Quai du Port
13002 Marseille
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LE PETIT NICE PASSEDAT

A three-star establishment facing 
the sea and serving all kinds of fish, a 
legendary local dining spot.

17 Rue des Braves
13007 Marseille
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LE BAR À PAIN

Enjoy the deliciously crispy and fluffy, 
organic breads, pastries and sandwiches 
on the terrace! 

18 Cours Joseph Thierry
13001 Marseille

LA BOUTIQUE DU GLACIER 

A tearoom steeped in old-world charm.
Savoury and sweet delights, as well as 
homemade ice creams are on offer.

1 Place Général de Gaulle 
13001 Marseille

GLACIER VANILLE NOIRE

In the heart of the Panier district. Enjoy 
excellent black vanilla ice cream on the 
terrace. 

13 Rue Caisserie
13002 Marseille

CAFÉ EMKI POP

Situated in the heart of the authentic 
Vauban district, this café offers 
refreshing popsicles and many sweet 
treats. All products come from the best 
local producers, guaranteeing a tasty 
trip back to your earliest childhood food 
memories.

80 Boulevard Vauban
13006 Marseille

MAISON SAINT-HONORÉ

Delicious special breads, truffle and 
parmesan rolls to die for!  

131 Rue d’Endoume
13007 Marseille

LE PAIN DES COLLINES

Come discover this bakery and enjoy 
absolutely delicious bread. All organic!

Place Saint-Christophe - Les Accates
13011 Marseille

MAISON EMPEREUR

Visit at opening time, when the staff are 
more available. You can find absolutely 
everything in this hardware store. This 
shop should be browsed as if it were a 
museum, and staff wearing blue aprons 
can tell you about any item in detail.  
A Marseille landmark!

4 Rue des Récolettes
13001 Marseille

PHARMACIE HERBORISTERIE 
DU PÈRE BLAIZE

An amazing old-world pharmacy.  
You can find all kinds of remedies and 
herbal teas here!

4-6 Rue Meolan et du Père Blaize
13001 Marseille

MARSEILLE EN VACANCES

This Marseille souvenir shop sells 
souvenirs made by a real Marseillais. 
Guillaume’s many joyful creations convey 
his love for his city. If you want to bring 
a piece of Marseille back with you, then 
this is the place.

7 Rue Bailli de Suffren
13001 Marseille

LE PARADIS D’ÉPICES

Rue d’Aubagne has the largest selection 
of spices. If you like Marseille and its mix 
of cultures, go spice shopping on this 
street, you won’t be disappointed.

34, rue d’Aubagne
13001 Marseille

SALADIN ÉPICES DU MONDE

The moment you enter this spice shop, 
the different aromas will take you around 
the world! 

10 Rue Longue des Capucins
13001 Marseille
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FOOD & SPECIALTY SHOPS 

LE MARCHÉ AUX POISSONS 
DU VIEUX PORT 
Quai du Port
13002 Marseille

22

Fish caught fresh, and the famous Mar-
seillais fish merchants – a must-see! Go 
early in the morning to get the best catch 
of the day! Listen carefully and you’ll hear 
the Marseillais accent at its best.

LE MARCHÉ DU PRADO

A lively market where you can  
find all kinds of  
local products!  

99 Avenue du Prado
13008 Marseille

CHEZ TOINOU COQUILLAGES

A huge choice of of crustaceans to eat 
on the spot or on the go. They can also 
deliver sumptuous shellfish platters.

3 Cours Saint-Louis
13001 Marseille

CAFÉ-CACTUS 
LES SUCCULENTES

The sweetness of these two friends 
and their gourmet confections contrast 
«sharply» with this cacti-filled location. 
Les Succulentes offers flavoursome 
meals and enticing pastries in a tiny, 
offbeat space. A café where you can 
enjoy a break from the bustle  
of Marseille.

16 Boulevard Vauban
13006 Marseille
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The Airbnb Community Club of 
Marseille brings together hosts 
from the city of Marseille and its 
close suburbs. Created in 2017 on 
the initiative of members from the 
Airbnb community, it allows hosts to 
connect, share their experiences and 
express themselves on topics related 
to tourism, travels and home sharing.

Facilitated by members of the Airbnb 
community, this club is an opportunity 
for hosts to participate in local life and 
to promote their city and region as a 
tourism destination in a sustainable 
and responsible way.

Info, tips, articles… Get all the updates 
from the Airbnb community of Lyon 
on their Facebook Page: Club hôtes 
et hébergement Airbnb Marseille

The “Shop Local” program is a 
national initiative launched by 
Airbnb in partnership with La Fête 
des Voisins* and all the Airbnb 
Community Clubs in France. This 
operation aims to bring together the 
entire Airbnb Community around a 
common project: supporting small 
businesses by highlighting hosts’ best 
local addresses, and sharing them 
with travelers discovering French 
cities with Airbnb.

By traveling with Airbnb and staying 
with hosts, guests can experience 
the way of life of the city and live like 
a local. Who better than a local host 
and citizen to recommend the best 
local addresses in a city? This guide 
lists all the local shops, restaurants 
and all kinds of small businesses that 
hosts and members of the Airbnb 
Community Club consider a must in 
the city.

The Airbnb Community Clubs, Airbnb 
and La Fête des Voisins have the 
joint aim of strengthening the social 
bond in communities and making a 
positive impact on the local economy 
of French cities. This first edition has 
been developed in collaboration with 
hosts and members from the Airbnb 
Community Club of Marseille.

* La Fête des Voisins is an association that  

develops social bonds between neighbors

Marseille Shopping enables to 
discover shopping areas through 
thematic walks in Marseille via 
www.marseille-shopping.fr website. 
Thanks to a great address book, 
you will be able to find an accurate 
selection of boutiques that represent 
local small businesses in Marseille : 
from traditional shops to exceptional 
stores located in historic places, 
but also gifts shops, local creators, 
designers and gourmet sites... 
Go and meet these small businesses 
in Marseille to discover how diverse 
they are! 
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